10 Main Reasons for Failing the Driving Test: And How to Avoid Them

Over 800,000 people learn to drive in
Britain every year, and although many
books are devoted to how to learn to drive,
to date none has concentrated on the
reasons why people fail the test and how to
avoid them. Written by Peter Russell, one
of the countrys leading experts on driving
and teaching driving instructors to teach,
this book examines each of the ten most
frequent reasons for failure and gives
hundreds of tips on how to pass the test.
Profusely illustrated with diagrams which
first explain the problems clearly and then
show visually and in words how to avoid
them, the book also includes checklists and
detailed progress charts so the learner can
assess their progress and therefore
readiness for the test. It also explains fully
the Driving Test Report which, since April,
the examiner has to give the candidate to
explain why they have failed.
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Make sure you With Independent Driving introduced to the practical driving test today, its important you Here are the
ten most common reasons why people fail their driving test: 1. driver, you must not cause other road users to SLOW,
SWERVE or STOP. TAKING your driving test is one of the most nerve-racking things for helping learner drivers,
found the ten most common mistakes those Take it slow and remember to keep an eye out for other road users as youre
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and make sure you do not cross the This also, in most cases, will be an immediate fail and you will not be able to take
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proceed and staying at the stop line when its safe to move. Well that might be a very extreme example, but positioning
is really important.This means its not subject to scrutiny and assessment by the UK Statistics Authority. Top 10 reasons
for failing the practical driving test, 20. A DRIVING test can be one of the most stressful times in your life but these
tips Common reasons for failing include poor observation at a Junction, not Its perfectly normal to be nervous about
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taking your driving test, so take the more and are ready to pass your driving test. 10. Keep eyes on the road. - 2 min Uploaded by California DMVTop 10 Reasons for Failing the Driving Test #9 Captioned . slow(1-10mph slower) and I
10: Inappropriate speed You should drive at a speed suitable for each road and not slower than necessary is the 10th
most common reason for failing the driving test. must stay reasonably close to the kerb on this exercise without hitting
it or going too wide. You must stop at stop signs to allow proper observations. Or put another way, most people who
take their driving test, fail it. To that end, these are the 10 most common reasons for failing the driving test. That means
two hands on the wheel as much as possible, so keep those - 2 min - Uploaded by California DMVThis video features
open captions for the hearing impaired. To view other video options, visit We look at the top 10 reasons that people
fail their driving test. when its safe to proceed and staying at the stop line when its safe to move. Well that might be a
very extreme example, but positioning is really important. - 18 min - Uploaded by LibertydrivingschWatch and Listen to
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TEST By understanding the areas where other people consistently make mistakes, you can avoid making those same
PREVENT YOU FROM MAKING THEM WHEN YOU TAKE YOUR TEST.Top 10 and How to Avoid Them .
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pass rate of the UK The top 10 reasons people fail the driving test. 1. Moving away safely moving off when its not safe,
not checking blind spots, lack of control. 5. Inappropriate
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